Urban Design Program—Urban Design Courses for Spring Quarter 2019

The following is a list of Spring Quarter urban design related courses. Please see the time schedule for meeting times, registration information, and updates on course availability. Entry codes are available from departmental offices or faculty, depending on the department’s policy. If you have problems registering for classes, email me at ud@uw.edu and I'll do what I can to help you. If you have any questions about what will count toward the required 12–15 certificate credits for students in your program, please check with me.

Core Courses
URBDP 580  SLN 20778  Legal & Admin Framework for Planning  Charles R. Wolfe

Urban Design Studios
Note to MUP Students: this quarter's UrbDP 507 A or B can be the first of your three (for certificate students) or two (for specialization students) required urban design studios but will not count as your second or third.

ARCH 505B  SLN 10373  Architecture Design Studio  Nicole Huber
BE 405  SLN 10857 (BLA)  McKinley Futures Studio:  Alberti, Dermisi, Lee,
BE 505  SLN 10859 (grad)  Transformative Urban Futures  Miller, Yocom
L ARCH 503 A/B  SLN 15764/15765  Community Design Studio  Julie L. Parrett
L ARCH 503 E/F  SLNs 15768/15769  Community Design Studio  Leann Andrews

Urban Design Course Areas

Urban Form & History
LARCH 454  SLN 15757  History of the Urban Landscape  Elizabeth Umbanhowar
URBDP 565  SLN 20774  American Urban History  Manish Chalana

Urban Design Methods
URBDP 423  SLN 20757 (BLA)  Introduction to Urban Design  Daniel Abramson
URBDP 523  SLN 20769 (grad)  "  "
UrbDP 573  SLN 20775  Digital Design  MacKenzie Waller
URBDP 576  SLN 20776  Pedestrian Travel, Land Use & Urban Form  Rachel Berney

Urban Studies
BE 498A  SLN 10858 (BLA)  McKinley Futures Seminar:  Alberti, Dermisi, Lee,
BE 598A  SLN 10862 (grad)  Transformative Urban Futures  Miller, Yocom
LARCH 498?  SLN to come  History of Contested Landscapes  Thaïsa Way

Urban Development
URBDP 561  SLN 21144  Urban Economics & Public Policy  Qing Shen

Recommended—these don’t count for certificate credits, but may help you build useful skills:
ARCH 413  SLN 10345  Architectural Photography Projects  Laura H. Newlon
ARCH 415  SLN 10346  Architectural Sketching  Judith D. Swain